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Majora's mask 3ds guide pdf

The original game came out in 2000 and it's still there until the test of time. Hello and thank you again for choosing to read one of our guides. This guide covers Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask 3D, a remake of the original Nintendo 64 video game. There are some changes both visually and mechanically in the game, and there are some
additions and moving items, so be sure to keep up and not miss anything. The main walkthrough cover becomes 100%, but if you want to digress a bit or pick up halfway through you can consult sections then detail all collectibles. These guides, like all the others we produce, aim to act as encylopedia knowledge of this game. I hope you
enjoy reading this guide and playing the game as much as we do. FlagView History Released platform October 26, 2000 Nintendo 64GamecubeWii February 13, 2015 3DS Developer Publisher Nintendo EAD Nintendo Grezzo Nintendo Official Sites Official Zelda siteShortly after saving the land of Hyrule from the evil Ganondorf, Link
begins a tour in search of a lost, beloved friend.  While traveling in the woods, he is ambushed by the Skull Kid, a mischievous imp donning a strange mask. After his prized property is stolen, Link gives a desperate chase, eventually emerging in an unknown parallel world.  A quick glance at the sky reveals a menacing looking moon that
appears to be on a collision course with the planet. The link has three days to stop the moon falling and figure out who - or what - is the reason. With the help of new friends, many masks, and new transformative powers, Link's strength will be brutally tested. Will the Hero of Time be able to save the world again or is his time finally over?
Welcome to ign's strategy guide To Legend of Zelda: Majora's Mask. In this wiki you will find lists detailing each item, heart piece, mask, song, and notebook recording, as well as walkthroughs in both major quests and various side quests in the game. FlagView HistoryYou may have met with a terrible fate, but it's not too late to make
things right. Join us as we go step by step through the main events of Link adventure quest to stop the sky from falling. To learn more about filling this section, click the following in the guide. (Note that the following sections contain detailed information about where to find new masks, bottles, heart pieces and much more between
dungeons). Majora's Mask was originally released in 2000 on Nintendo 64. Welcome to Legend of Zelda Major's Mask Walkthrough. Walkthrough below is a complete 100% Majora's Mask walkthrough that will cover a full run through the entire game, including strategies for all bosses and enemies, along with a collection of all Pieces
Heart, masks, Bombers Notebook records, and upgrades that take you through all the many side quests within the game. This guide also serves as Majora's Mask 3D Walkthrough for nintendo 3DS remake of the game. You can also view the video version on our youtube page. The video tutorial will follow the text version of major mask's
collection. Much like a text walkthrough, the video walkthrough will cover each item, collectible, and sideways, while providing excellent comments. Primary Walkthrough More Guides and Information Chapter 1 - First Three Days Chapter 3 - Woodfall Temple Chapter 4 - Collection Chapter 5 - Snowhead Chapter 6 - Snowhead Temple
Chapter 7 - Spring, Ranch, Cemetery Chapter 8 - Great Bay &amp; Zora Cape Chapter 9 - Great Temple Bay Chapter 10 - Icana Canyon Chapter 11 - Well &amp; Ikana Castle Chapter 12 - Stone Tower Temple Chapter 13 - Stone Moon Moon
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